LOGIMATIQ is a fully automated asset management system offering endless storage capabilities
and software implementation options. This unique patented product permits multiple
configurations by selecting any combination of storage compartments and bin sizes to control and
manage your inventory.

" You can't Steal or Duplicate what you can't See and Touch!
Our Mission: One Asset per Log-In

With 20 years’ experience and thousands of systems installed worldwide, LOGIMATIQ designs
and produces these technological systems under the strict quality assurance procedures of
ISO Standard 9001 and Aerospace Standard AS9100.

Multiple Standard Built-In Software

ProtectUs

ProtectUs is a software specifically designed for
Security Companies. When combined with our storage cabinet,
it offers secure storage of weapons, ammunition, patrol
equipment, keys, phones and other items. The access to each
item is fully secured inside a sealed compartment and every
operation is captured by video camera.
Secure storage of valuable items
Determine who has access to each item
Automated documentation of every transaction
Receive alert when item is not returned on time
50 different sized bins to choose from
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KeyLock

Secure and manage the access to your properties
KeyLock is a software specifically designed for Key Control.

When combined with our storage cabinet, it offers security and
full control of your keys. Now you can decide who has access to
each key and receive real-time information regarding who took
what, when and for which purpose.

KeyLock offers the maximum level of security as each key is

secured inside a sealed compartment and every operation is
captured by video camera.
Ideal for Car Dealers, Fleet, Property Mgt, Schools, Hospitals, Hotels ...

MySpace

Automated self deposit system for personal belongings
With MySpace software, our Logimatiq storage cabinet
functions as a personal locker and allows users to store personal
items such as phones, cameras, USB, jewelry, forensics, mail,
documents, medication, etc. items in a secure way.

Ideal for Gyms, Embassy’s, Schools, Attorney Offices, Hospitals, Valet Parking ...
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